Saint Antipas
Bishop of Pergamum

April 11

Apolytikion

First Mode
"While Gabriel was saying"

\[
\text{\( \text{\'H\varepsilon\omicron\upsilon\sigma\varsigma \ \varphi \ \Pi\alpha \) }\]

Muroblýthn tōn theíon

he celebrated hierarch and Pergamum's first prelate, the fellow contestant of Martyrs and most divine myrrh-streamer, ye faithful, come let us honor our now wise Antipas, who truly is a great and swift healer of severely
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af-flict-ed teeth, and cry to him with our whole soul: Glory to Christ

that hath glo-ri-fied thee. Glory to Him that hath

crowned thee. Glory to Him that work-eth heal-ings for all through

thee.